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e-Business in the Enterprise

History Will Repeat Itself
and Drag PMI with It

The driving concept behind this column
series has been to introduce strategies

for organizations to leverage their invest-
ment in e-business infrastructures. When
Technical Support introduced this series, I
stated that the topic focus would be e-business
applications within the enterprise (inside
the firewall) rather than the usually reported
web commerce technology (outside the
firewall). This direction was chosen
because very few publications address how
emerging e-business technology standards
can be used within an enterprise network,
probably because we're dealing with two
distinct sets of applications, each with its
own corresponding evolution rate. Web
commerce technology has emerged rapidly
in support of itself — a new business tech-
nology — whereas e-business enterprise
applications have developed more slowly
because they must be compatible and
interact with older legacy operating sys-
tems and defunct or phased out application
programming interfaces (APIs). That, or
the legacy application must be rewritten as
a web application.

Think back several years ago when
intranet servers and Java became the rage
and industry experts predicted that by mid-
2000 the majority of legacy applications
would be replaced by web applications.
Granted, the number of new web applica-
tions has grown by leaps and bounds, but
it's very apparent that it will be many
more years before the majority of legacy
applications are replaced, and who knows
if current web application technology will
be considered "best practices" by then.

Despite these limitations, the intranet
revolution is a perfect example of how
Internet technology inevitably found its
place in the enterprise. Once an organiza-
tion builds a public web server and realizes

the value of having a centralized resource
for online information, forms processing,
etc., it's easy to understand the inevitable
deployment of the "inside" web server and
development of corresponding enterprise-
savvy intranet applications. Consequently,
web servers have long been available for
most UNIX platforms, Novell, NT, OS/390
and a host of miscellaneous midsize operat-
ing systems. This widespread adoption has
dramatically simplified the client-side

distribution and management of web inter-
face applications. However, pure Intranet
applications are currently limited in scope
— although some will argue that any appli-
cation with a web interface qualifies.
Remember that much of what we're planning
to convert is presently client/server technol-
ogy in one form or another, so offering an
HTML client interface is only one part of
the picture. The web and database servers,
along with their corresponding manage-
ment tools, remain on legacy OS platforms
— not to imply that we have an alternative.
This leaves "business as usual" to operating

system platform owners, still faced with the
challenge of tying together management of
disparate file systems, as well as file and
directory permissions (or access control).

We'll find, similar to the natural
Internet/intranet evolution, as organizations
pilot and deploy Public Key Infrastructures
(PKI) in support of specific applications, the
value of a single, centralized security infra-
structure will become evident and reach into
a wider range of enterprise platforms.
Products have been introduced to address
centralized permissions management of
server platforms, but of all the emerging
technologies this category seems to offer, a
very high ROI yet is the least mature.

CURRENT PMI SOLUTIONS

Last month, I defined the difference
between authentication and authorization,
the latter describing access control or "who
can do what" with file and directory
resources. The column concluded that such
solutions make good business sense, but
would be a difficult sell to the internal orga-
nization. Aside from its political hurdles,
the following supporting assumptions
remain constant:

● Organizations can count on supporting
permissions on multiple OS platforms
for the foreseeable future.

● An access control solution itself can
reside on any platform, as long as
the solution supports centralized
management of access rights across
multiple OSes.

Older and more proven access control
solutions exist that are completely indepen-
dent of PKI technology. That is, they don't
use public key certificates in any form.
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Examples are Tivoli (now called Tivoli
SecureWay Security Manager) and CA's
Unicenter TNG. Both companies have
launched aggressive e-business suite cam-
paigns and are tying these older architectures
together to work directly with a PKI. For
example, CA is merging various Unicenter
modules with their recently acquired PKI
savvy Platinum/Memco products and calling
it the "e-trust" series. See the following links
for more information about these products:
www.tivoli.com/products/documents/
faqs/security_mgt.html and www.cai.com/
solutions/enterprise/etrust/.

Access control solutions that do integrate
with PKIs are commonly referred to as
Permissions Management Infrastructure
(PMI). The actual core technology varies
from vendor to vendor and has not been
standardized, but the vendors have a similar
approach. Their use of digital certificates is
primarily for authentication to the PMI
application itself, which then generates ses-
sion IDs and tokens that contain the access
list for the user. Administrators for the PMI
application must define which applications
can be accessed by what users and to what
extent. For this to be supported inherently
by any legacy OS will require major core
security architectural changes, but currently
available PMI and access control solutions
take care of the permissions enforcement
and translation across the participating OS
platforms by working with the existing APIs
and security architecture.

Other examples of e-business access control/
PMI solutions are Gradient's NetCrusader/
DCE products and Securant Technologies'
Unified Access Management (UAM). The
Gradient solution is based on older
DCE/Kerberos directory and security models
(as is Tivoli's), but supports authentication
via PKI. You can get white paper information
about these products from the following
links: www.gradient.com/ Products/NetCDCE/
netcdce_data.htm and www.securant.com/ie/
frameset_products.html.

You can find other PMI solutions that are
tightly integrated with PKI technology from
PKI vendors. One example is getAccess
from Entrust (www.entrust.com/getaccess/
index.htm). This product works in a very sim-
ilar manner as the aforementioned products.

Where are all these products headed? As
you research these offerings, you'll find the
platforms supported to be limited to UNIX
and NT (which is not a surprise when you
consider their directory and file permission
similarities and that those platforms are by
far the most commonly used for web
servers), but with plans to reach into other
platforms like NDS, OS/390, as well as
database applications such as Peoplesoft
and Oracle.

SUMMARY

It'll be another year before we can realize
the big payoff, but in an abstract sense what
we can envision is any IT management shop

being able to categorize groups of users
(internal or external), apply security poli-
cies to all user groups across all platforms,
and be able to focus user access manage-
ment through a single interface.

As always, your comments and feedback
are appreciated, and thank you for reading
Technical Support.  
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